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ABSTRACT 
Expressions for accelerating structure parameters, includ

ing those that determine the peak and average power inputs re-
quired to attain a given, gradient, ire given as fenctiosa of aper
ture to wavelength ratio for a 2<r/$ mode disk-loaded guide. 
The value of the wavelength to aperture ratio varies over a 
large range, correspaadfes '•" (rcuP velocities that vary from 
nearly sero to near!»»i*a speed of fight. The parametem exhibit 
proper asymptotic behavior in both limit*. These pnaaeteza 
anbendimarkvalacatovIikhparsaMtenfwotbarmodesand 
for other structure shape* can be compiled. Far euunple, it 
will be shown that the increased, peak aurfacc field to acceler
ating field ratio due to increased aperture to wavelength, ratio 
can be reduced by shaping tin iris profile. Structure si ip«s 
ara varied not only to sJiowp^blcinu>ro^rement of structure 
parameters, but also *» improve ease of mechanical fsbricatkw 
aid temperature control. 

ACCELERATING STRUCTURE 
LOCAL PARAMETERS 

In this section the local accelerating structure aanaeter* 
are defined and then expressed fa term* of aperture to wavw-
length ratio, o* a a/% Assume • SLAC-typ* 2»/S node disk-
loaded structure with an aperture a, cavity radios * at operat
ing wavelength A. Detae the structure parameters that depend 
only on ay. 

Here t>( is the group •velocity, tt the power flow, to the energy 
stored per unit length, £> the local peak surface Add, and £ 
is the local acctlfrstiTig gradient, 

Define structure panmetera that alio depend en wave
length: 

Jfl £* » 

W 

Here a is the fhsjtanr* per unit length, t, i* the aerial 
impedance. To the attenuation time, p* the power iuarpated 
per unit length, and r 1* the shunt resistanceper mut length-
Multiplying by the tpprepriate power of wavelength yields 
the waveleng^mde^Kndent shunt reactance, serial impedance, 
and attenuation time sue: 

1 t i i i K 1 '—i—i i i J..I-

»A. 
' u Q ^ 8sre ' 

ayes.*', »-flr 
(3) 

For a aero aperture TMol cavity, *i= 9*72*. ft, where T is the 
transit time factor. If the cavity Is a half wavelength bog it is 
392 ft. For the 8LAC section middle cavity it is 440 fl. 

Values of these pirtmcten as a function of a*, for a 2*/3 
mode disk-loaded structure with a disk thickness of 0.0556 A, 
were obtained using the computer code TWAP.' These data axe 
fit by expressions developed by the author and R, Palmer.' 
Either 0S or OA can be specified. 

"Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC0J-76SF0OS1S. 
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Fig. 1. Relative group velocity fi, and fill time per meter 
Tjm versus normaliied aperture a\ for Zr/3 disk-loaded 
structure. 
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Fig. 2. Maxfanum radius to Aperture radius ratio a. vers 
normalised aperture *x ier 2x/3 disk-loaded structure. 
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Fig. 3. Local peak to accelerating gradient ratio E,i veisus 
normalized aperture a& for 2ir/3 disk-loaded structure. 

0, = exp < 3 . 1 - ^ ~ - 0 . 9 o i J , 

e. = 1.05 0,-°-". B,i = 2 + 60, 

(«) 
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Fig. 4. Wvelength invariant etastance i | and aperture in
variant distances *•> *m venui normalised aperture a\ for 
2ir/3 disk-loaded structure. 
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Fig. 5. Wavelength invariant serial impedance *u vemiB 
normalised aperture aise ax for 2jr/3 disk-loaded structure. 

»i = 4 • *^ = 0.0413 aj* 

TA = 46^(1 + 1 M $*) - 30, . 
(«) 

These expressions show proper sByaoptottc behavior as 0, 
approaches either sezo or one. 

The expressions for 0„ *,, Btl, xt and «., versus «» are 
plotted in Figures 1 to 5. Alto plotted in these figures are 
the points obtained directly from TWAP. These expressions 
have been plotted as function of relative group velocity.' The 
advantage of the plots here is that they can be compared with a 
large aperture SW structure and with w and zero mode cavities. 

ACCELERATING SECTION PARAMETERS 
The section parameters, the fill time, attenuation, effi

ciency and filling factor are: 

* - £ . To' 
(7) 

«fa J3 . Ff = l-Pt. 
Here, £ is the section length. We can specify T and £ and 
obtain the wavelength and aperture from 

Define the section input serial Impedance and section input 
dastance: 

* . . = » W . , *, = Vi> • (» ) 

From Eq. (3) W« obtain the local parameters at any fre
quency and aperture 

. _ zm _ a*!£ . _ ai T _ T »J/3 /,„» 
a r- = - \ j i *» — jjy, Jo - -«A-* ' - [10) 

The peak and avenge power inputs required to produce an 
average gradient Bm in a section 

>v p.= 

PEAK AND AVERAGE POWERS 

(U) 

Our choice of wavelength and aperture can be guided by 
plots of frequency, aperture, pes* power and average power as 
a function of a*. Frequency snd aperture vs UA for several 
combinations of r and 1 are plotted in Figure 6. Peak and 
average powers per meter, for the sane combinations of r and 

. L as in Figure 8, are plotted in Figure T. (Because we are 
interested how much peal and average power is needed at a 
given gradient, it ii more meaningful to plot the quantities 
P?jL = E\IL*t, and Pa/I> <* / /£$*//«. rather than z„ and 
*,.) These plots atwr how to trade increased frequency and 
decreased aperture far reduced peak and average powers. The 
fill time can be obtained from Figure 1. 

— T=0.5M Np T|,=0.60 L=3.3 m 
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Fig. S. Frequency uid aperture size 
tuna*. 
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Fig. 7. Average and peak powers per meter versus normal
ised aperture ax «»* •*» => 200 MV/m and / , = 130 Hz. 



Table 1. LINAC DESIGNS 

Frequency (MHi) 3856 11424 17320 30000 

a (cm) 1.16 IM2 .484 0.28 
b (cm) 4.06 1.03 .816 0.417 
a[X 0.11 0.16 0.28 0.28 

A, 0.0134 0.048 0.184 0.184 
En 2.10 2.3 3.1 3.1 
To (H 1.5S 0.196 0,114 0.05 
5 (fl/ps-m) 75 Oil 1009 3017 
z. (Mf!/m*) 17.8 67.2 18.2 54.3 

r(Mfl) 60 89 56 75 

».r/g (n/m) 4180 12692 8272 16000 
i ( m ) 3.3 1 3.3 1 

r,(ns) 760 70 80 18 

r 0.53 .357 0.624 0.36 

1 . 0.632 .707 0.60 0.705 

E, = 200MV/m, / , = 120Hi 

OPERATION AT HIGH WAVELENGTH 
TO APERTUltE RATIO :•;.'•' 

Increasing av above 0.3 decreases the avenge power but 
it incn-sses the peak power, even though the wavelength and 
aperture are both decreasing.' This is desirable if high peak 
power is available, say by means of pulse compression. This can 
also be inferred from Figure 4, which shorn that the aperture 
invariant distance a, = so' has a maximum about a* = 0.38. 
This is the cutoff conditon for the TMoi mode in s circular 
waveguide witharadius towavelengthratio ax. Thus, if at any 

aperture in the neighborhood of s> « 0.3S, the elastance de
creases as the frequency increases. Aa the TM\\ beam breakup 
mode is at a higher frequency we expect that its elastance rela
tive to the fundamental elastance is lets than when we operate 
at lower a\. If Oi = 0.48, the TMoi mode is attenuated at 26% 
below cutoff and the TMn mode propagates at 26% above 
cutoff. 

OTHER STRUCTURES 
To determine whether we can do better than the bench

mark 2*/3 disk-loaded guide, parameters for several additional 
structure shapes are plotted in Figures I to 5, superimposed 
on plots for the 2*73 structure. The structure shapes and 
the symbol used for plotting the parameters of each shape are 
shown in Figure 8. We not* that their behavior with a\ is 
similar to that of the disk-loaded guide and therefore they can 
be compared at any aperture, frequency, and section length. 
For the circular tip 2«/S mode at â  == 0.11, bench-mark design 
JErl = 2.1. As *\ increases to 0.19, Srt increases to 2.5. If the 
tip changes from circular to elliptical, Bti remains about the 
same. For the circular tip */2 node at ax = 0.19, Bri = 2.7. 
Changing the tip from circular to elliptical reduces Sti to 1.07. 
E,i is leu than the bench-mark value for the structure shapes 
shown in Figure 8, except for circular tip and the square-wall 
structures. 
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P, (MW) 3584 888 3620 1045 
P . ( K W ) 323 7.08 21.1 1.84 
p , (MW/m) 1089 888 10B7 104S 
p . (KW/m) .......OS. , 7.08 . '*•<;• 1.84 

UsmgFigures6and7asaguide,wechoose the four designs -
of Table 1. The first is the;,2.858 MBs benchmark design, the 
present StC structure, except that here a consent jtapedance 
structure is assumed.and the gradient is about 10 times the 
SLC gradient. Design 2 increases the frequency to lii4 GHs 
and decreases the aperture to 0.42 cm. Consequently, the aver
age powin is reduced from 98 to 7 kW, the peak power remauis 
essentially at l- CNI1! 

Design 3 increases tin frequency to 17.3 <3Hi. It requires 
the same number of feeds as Design 1 (1/3 of Design 2). The 
peak and average powers per meter are about the same as for 
Design 2. Thai peak power per feed is the ssme as for SLC 
which at 20 MV/m gradient is -36 MW. The average power ia 
reduced from 32 KW to 2 KW. Thus replacing the accelerator 
sections and the high power amplifiers, with tlat of Design 3, 
but keeping the urns modulators with the lance peak and av
erage powers, would result in 16-fold increase u luminosity. 
The aperture B smaller, but â  is larger. Also, we may take 
advantage of the reduced 6, from 4.06 <m;tojiJJ2 .era,'to:i*laee. 
focusing ceils along tteacceleratox sections.̂ 7 " 

Deshm 4 increasesthe frequency to 30 CTs. The peak 
power remains about the same;' but the avenge power b re* 
diiced 50 fold. The peek powers sre abouttheaams for all four 
designs. The werage'power,- however decreases sharply with 
decreased wavelength. 

The dash curves in Figures 6 and 7 illustrate that increasing 
the section attenuation decreases both' the peak uid average 
powers at the expense of decreased wavelength and aperture-
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Fig. 8. Structure shapes. 
As ov changes from 0.L1 to 0.19, the resulting increase 

in 0 Is a small fraction of the nearly two to one increase in 
a. The elsstanee is halved and the serial impede^ decreaBca 
about nine-fold^ :̂ TluB ;̂'p>qes)lihri compensated by lowered 
wakefieldi,ea^ecialty tong-range wekefleldf. The elsstance and 

' attenuaiion time decrease for some shapes, and their use is 
indicated only if they resuH in ease of mechanical fabrication 

. t ad lower wake fields. 
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